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Dear committee members

I apologise that I am unable to draft a complete submission to your
inquiry despite your generous extension of time given to the public at
large. I do have suggestions for improvements and reflections on the
development application process in the ACT, and set these out in
summary in the following. I would be happy to articulate these further if
you desire.

1. Regard for the purpose of the development application process

The recent saga enveloping the ‘KFC proposal’ at Belconnen’s Emu
Bank reflects a confusion that surrounds the purpose of development
applications. Some developers, and evidently the ACAT, see it as a
mechanistic component in confirming that a proposal does not breach
zoning or planning laws. Community-minded or amenity-minded
proponents see DAs as contributing to a broader fabric of planning to
ensure the spaces we live in improve the life and amenity of residents
and businesses. On this point, DAs are at a crossroads: is land the
owner’s to do with as they wish within existing law, or is it the partial
right of the community to guide continued use of land after leasing and
to prevent undesirable development. 

If the former is true, the DA process should be conducted by government
lawyers, funded at a development’s proponent’s expense, to confirm the
development does not breach laws. This legal review is not suited to, nor
best or most completely undertaken by, the public at large. It is not
appropriate the cede the risk of assessing legal compliance to the public.
There are no guarantees the public can provide this service, and it is
wholly inappropriate to have a system of legal review predicated on the
application of law only when it’s important to enough properly skilled
representors.

If the latter is true (and I contend it is at least in part), development
applications should be assessed in part for the value they bring to the
community. So while a particular development may be strictly lawful, it
may not be considered beneficial by residents or users, and it is



appropriate for the government to consider this as grounds to reject or
amend an application. I believe this is the near-universal public
understanding of the DA process. 

The committee should:
 a) articulate the purpose and objectives of the DA scheme
 b) ensure legislation robustly reflects this purpose to facilitate
appropriate decision making.

2. Availability of pre-, during and post- application material
electronically in a persistent, versioned format. 

When a DA is commented upon, a range of material is available for the
public. This includes material in the DA itself, but also material and
statements released at consultations, made in commercial settings (eg
developer sales pitches), during revisions to the DA and elsewhere.
Additionally, it is often expedient to approve a revised DA on the basis
of DA responses without a subsequent round of comments. Usually final
development plans are not made publicly available, even to representors.
The ‘final’ approval can also thereafter be further revised with no
oversight of the public. This is a practical approach, because it
appropriate for the planning authority to decide if a change warrants a
full round of consultation, and avoid costly public rounds. However the
result of this is that large developments may incrementally become
substantially different from that initially put out for DAs, and this is only
discovered when the building is unveiled.

To use a local example, I understand the Republic development in
Belconnen has had two approved revisions since its last public set of
development docs. These were the ‘final’ approved set of
documentation, and a later revision to external materials and designs.
These features weighed heavily in my, and others’, response to the DA -
and were it not for a plucky FOI by an acquaintance I would have had no
idea of the changes.

Presently, all documentation disappears from the ACTPLA website
shortly after a comment period ends. The public cannot review (unless
they have retained them) the development documents, and they don’t
even know when new versions are prepared.

The committee should consider the following proposals:



a) an obligation for DA proponents to make available additional material
(eg consultation material) produced during the DA process alongside the
DA material on the ACTPLA website. 
b) long-term (permanent) retention of DA documents in a downloadable,
versioned, format. 
c) publication of final approved development outcomes (including
revised plans and elevations) along with decisions and caveats
d) publication of DA representations if representors consent
e) notification to representors of changes (and nature of changes) to the
approved plans, and versioned plans added to the ACTPLA DA
webpage. 

3. Signage improvements

Current DA signage is designed for a time-rich pedestrian passerby,
capable of casually reading an enormous block of text to discern whether
it is of interest. Proposals with nearly no consequence (external signage
changes) are visually similar to massively consequential applications
(multi-building developments). The design of signs are relatively
distinctive to the familiar citizen, but could blend into the urban
background for most people and be missed. I contend this signage is not
particularly useful for its intended purpose.

The standard development application notification sign could be made
extremely visually distinctive, easy to read at a distance, and the text
could be made snappier. For example, a large development might have a
summary of what will be built, eg “PROPOSED: 863 NEW
APARTMENTS, 21 STOREYS. COMMENT BY 10 AUGUST”. Thus
persons in a car, or cycling by, will know easily what is proposed and
when to respond.

The committee should consider if the current signage is appropriate for
all passers by, and adopt a revised format if it is not.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the DA process
in the ACT. 

Regards

Gregory Lloyd
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